
Truth Bombs: a series of concise papers which seek to explain lies, errors, misunderstandings or misrepresented facts. 

The alleged moon landings: 3 

Summary of key points 

• Traces of light shining on suspension wires can be seen in several ‘moon walking’ videos. 

• The US flag is seen to wave in the wind in several film clips; there is no wind on the moon. 

• Scientists planning deep space ventures (e.g. NASA’s Orion) are still currently trying to solve the problem 
of getting through the Van Allen radiation belt. How did the Apollo missions survive? 

• But it is not just the Van Allen Belt; beyond that region astronauts would be exposed to intense radiation 
from deadly solar flares. 

• There are film shots from the moon, such as the landing of the module; who was the cameraman already 
on the moon? The angle is wrong for a Module camera. The films of Moonwalks shown in recent 
celebrations appear to be like cheap science fiction films. We are harder to fool today. There are also 
multiple light sources in photographs. 

• Why were there never any stars visible in shots on the Moon or from the windows of the rocket? Why did 
Apollo 11 astronauts claim to have never seen any stars at all? Answer, it would have been impossible to 
correctly map the stars in the background in a studio. 

• Since man has greater technology today, such as more computing power in a Smartphone than Apollo 11 
ever had, why has no one returned to the Moon? 

• The moon landings were during the Nixon administration – a proven compulsive liar. The nation needed 
a distraction from Vietnam. 

• How could traditional rockets have had enough power to get to the moon and back (240,000 miles each 
way) on one tank of fuel? Scientists today talk of the difficulty of getting 3,600 miles from the earth on 
Orion. The NAZI rocket scientist who led the US space technological development after the war 
(Wernher von Braun) said in 1953 that getting to the moon was impossible by rocket propulsion because 
no ship could carry sufficient fuel. 

• Why was there no blast crater underneath the Lunar Module? The Module weighed 17 tons but leaves no 
impression in the ground when footprints did. When it blasted off, there was no visible flame. 

• Why was an object seen hanging from a wire in a reflection on an Apollo 12 astronaut’s visor? 

• NASA spokesmen (e.g. Don Pettit) have stated that they destroyed the technology to get to the Moon and 
no longer have it! 

• There are now films available from NASA whistleblowers released by WikiLeaks showing the filming of 
the Moon scenes on Earth. For example, an astronaut steps down to the moon but falls and a technician 
walks over to help him up and reset the scene. 

• There is clear evidence of photographic anomalies proving that a photographed backdrop was used in 
multiple cases (like a movie stage). There are several identical backdrops in supposedly distant shots. 

• The Lunar Rover would not have been able to function since the temperature was way above the 
tolerances for the parts, and especially the battery (heat tolerance of 52C) - according to NASA’s own 
documentation. 

• The Lunar Rover’s dimensions prove that it would not have been able to be transported in the Lunar 
Command Module. 

• How did the astronauts cope with the heated up Lunar Module which was up to eight hours on the moon 
at 107C (there is no convection on the moon)? They couldn’t. 

• NASA photos of well-defined footprints would have required moisture to get such defined impressions. 
There is no moisture on the moon at 107C. 

• Film of the Earth from the spaceship shows an imperfect circle, two unrelated semi-circles. These were 
clearly set up. 

• There is the constant danger of meteorites in space and on the Moon. These vary from large objects to 
microscopic ones travelling at huge speeds. Every one of these could rip through spacesuits and a human 
body, as well as through spaceships. 

• On Earth, long distance telephone calls experience a delay of anything up to 6 seconds. The radio chats 
between Houston and the moon or deep space have no delay whatsoever. 

• All the telemetry and detailed data of the moon landings has disappeared mysteriously from NASA with 
no explanation.  
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